In this work the concept of tracking integration in concentrating photovoltaics (CPV) is revisited and developed further. With respect to conventional CPV, tracking integration eliminates the clear separation between stationary units of optics and solar cells, and external solar trackers. This approach is capable of further increasing the concentration ratio and makes high concentrating photovoltaics (> 500×) available for single-axis tracker installations. The reduced external solar tracking effort enables possibly cheaper and more compact installations. Our proposed optical system uses two laterally moving plano-convex lenses to achieve high concentration over a wide angular range of ±24
INTRODUCTION
Concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) systems employ optics to concentrate direct sunlight onto small solar cells. The significant decrease of the required solar cell area provides a pathway to lower cost, as expensive semiconductor material is replaced with inexpensive mirrors or lenses by a factor roughly equal to the concentration factor. Furthermore, high-efficiency multi-junction (MJ) solar cells made by III-V elements of the period table can be used to boost the conversion efficiency of CPV modules beyond 30%, making CPV the most efficient among the PV technologies. To be economically viable, the use of expensive MJ solar cells needs high concentration -typically exceeding 400 suns. This level of concentration normally demands an accurate dual-axis tracking of the sun's diurnal and seasonal movement. Most of today's CPV manufacturers in the high-concentration range tend to work with very large modules and pedestal-mounted dual-axis trackers as illustrated by three examples in Fig. 1 . The three shown CPV manufacturers Amonix, Soitec (which recently acquired Concentrix Solar), and Solfocus currently lead the race at an utility-scale. Well-suited for utility-scale power plants, these installations are less adequate for small to mid-scale solutions. Single-axis trackers, on the other hand, are already in use on flat rooftops for photovoltaic (PV) modules. However, CPV systems designed for single-axis trackers are limited in the achievable level of concentration to about 300× for polar alignment, where the tracker axis equals the earth's axis of rotation.
1 This value is not high enough to make economic use of MJ solar cells. Despite the vast number of differing CPV system designs, almost all have something essential in common: the CPV modules -consisting of stationary concentrating optics plus deployed solar cells -and the external trackers are treated separately. In contrast to this clear separation, the concept of tracking integration embeds part of the external solar tracking functionality in the CPV module.
2 This offers a strong reduction of the external solar tracking effort whilst maintaining high concentration levels. This article is structured as follows. The general concept of tracking integration in concentrating photovoltaics is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3, we present our tracking integration approach using laterally moving optics. The analysis of this optical design is presented in Section 4, where steps towards a tailored free-form solution are elaborated. Finally, in Section 5, conclusions are drawn and an outlook is given
TRACKING INTEGRATION IN CONCENTRATING PHOTOVOLTAICS
The concept of tracking integration in CPV is enjoying more and more attention. Very different optical designs following this approach have been discussed in literature, and first start-up companies underline the level of interest in this new concept. In general terms, it is possible to distinguish between two specific application types. Furthermore, it is of course possible to combine both functionalities to reduce the external tracking effort and to allow coarse remaining external solar tracking at the same time. To do so, it is essential to introduce additional degrees of freedom to the CPV module, such as the relative movement between optics and solar cells. Relative movements can be achieved through rotary motions or rectilinear motions as it is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Tracking integration concepts based on rotary motions are used, for example, by companies SunCycle 8 and zettasun.
9 A tracking integration approach based on rectilinear motions is used by Sunfish Solar. Depending on the application type and the chosen optical design for tracking integration, external solar tracking might still be needed. A clear drawback of reducing the external solar tracking is the reduced yearly insolation (incoming solar radiation) due to off-axis cosine losses, especially in case of statically mounted solar panels. For dual-axis trackers, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) , the yearly insolation is maximal as the modules always point at the sun. However, the comparison of the potential annual energy yield for polar aligned single-axis tracker with dual-axis tracker installations shows moderate differences, e.g. for miscellaneous places in Europe. For horizontal single-axis trackers, as shown in Fig. 3(c) , the yearly insolation is typically lower. It becomes evident that the application of dual-axis trackers in conventional high concentrating photovoltaics mainly arises from the theoretical point concentration limit for single-axis trackers rather than a maximized insolation. Tracking integration allows to weaken or even break this limitation.
TRACKING INTEGRATION USING LATERALLY MOVING OPTICS
In our approach, tracking integration is used to further increase the point concentration ratio for polar aligned single-axis tracker installations. The polar alignment offers a strong reduction of the external solar tracking effort in comparison to dual-axis tracking whilst maintaining high insolation levels. The laterally moving optics arrays combine both concentration and steering of the incident direct sun light. Fig. 4 illustrates the inherent difference between conventional CPV and tracking integration. Fig. 4(a) shows a conventional CPV moduleconsisting of stationary concentrating optics plus deployed solar cells -and the external tracker. Fig. 4(b) shows the schematic assembly of our module. The polar aligned single-axis tracker is installed towards the South. In this particular configuration, the tilt angle is equal to the latitude of the installation site and the rotational axis of the single axis tracker equals the earth's axis of rotation. The aperture angle which has to be covered by the tracking integration equals ±24
• (axial tilt of the earth) in North-South direction and the sun's half divergence angle in East-West direction. Furthermore, additional lateral shifts in East-West direction could be used to fine-tune the tracking functionality lowering the demands on the applied external single-axis tracking installation.
STEPS TOWARDS A TAILORED FREE-FORM SOLUTION
Regarding the optics design of our system, the tracking integration has to cover an angular range of ±24
• for incident direction vectors (pointing at the sun) within a single plane. Symmetry considerations make evident that rotational symmetric lenses are not an optimal solution. Therefore, we developed a new design algorithm, 12 based on the Simultaneous Multiple Surface (SMS) design method in three dimensions. 13 It allows the simultaneous calculation of two optical surfaces focusing two off-axis ray sets. Fig. 5(a) shows the obtained plano-convex free-form lenses with rectangular apertures. Fig. 5(b) shows obtained ray simulation results demonstrating that We have demonstrated with a new analytic design algorithm that it is possible to couple more than two ray sets with only two lens surfaces for such configurations. 14 This can only be achieved if different ray sets use different portions of the lens surfaces. Key to this new design method are the convergence points, which are characterized by on-and off-axis rays sharing identical points and normal vectors on each lens profile as shown in Figure 4 (b). Convergence points were first introduced to design aspheric V-groove reflectors. 15, 16 Fermat's principle was used to deduce a set of functional differential equations fully describing the entire optical system. The derived general analytic solution makes it possible to calculate the lens profiles up to 20 th order Taylor series about the convergence points.
In a next step, we generalized the two-dimensional analytic optics design method to the three-dimensional case.
18
In a similar way, Fermat's principle is used to derive additional sets of functional differential equations which makes it possible to calculate the Taylor series functions describing the free-form lens surfaces by more than 100 coefficients. Fig. 7 shows two exemplary calculated solutions, a meniscus (a) and a biconvex (b) lens. We already demonstrated the potential use of this new free-form optics design method for imaging applications with a high aspect ratio. 19 Finally, to incorporate the laterally movement of the lenses, two extensions are needed in the analytic design process. First, the single thick lens has to be divided into two plano-convex lenses as it is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The lateral movement will be implemented by shifting the lower lens for off-axis design angles, very similar to the extended SMS3D design algorithm.
12
A further extension could be the case in which the movement is no longer lateral but follows a curved trajectory. In the case of beam-steering array optics designs with the SMS method, it has been shown recently that curved tracking trajectory helps to broaden the incident angle's range significantly. 20 In addition, further desired attributes of concentrating photovoltaic systems are the uniformity of the flux, color mixing on the solar cell's surface and an increased acceptance angle which is directly related to misalignment tolerance. A well accepted solution to achieve this is a final stage concentrator on top of the solar cell. Future work will also cover this component and help to increase the aperture angle, ensure color mixing and increase the acceptance angle. A final polychromatic optimization will then help to tap the full potential of this tracking integration concept.
CONCLUSIONS
Within the scope of this work, we have presented the concept of tracking integration in concentrating photovoltaics and indicated its potential to open small to mid-scale installation markets for CPV due to the strong reduction of the external solar tracking effort. Our new free-form design method shows a way to unleash the full potential of the considered optical system. Future work intends to apply the analytic design method to the presented tracking integration approach using laterally moving optics and work on a first demonstrator.
